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Fieldbus systems such as PROFIBUS, Interbus or CAN using 
RS485 bus physics have been analysed for more than 20 years. 
The basic principle is identical for all protocols: A passive station 

monitors all telegram exchange and evaluates the recorded telegrams 
based on the respective protocol stack. This information forms the 
basis for a status display of the entire network and all connected sta-
tions. Most tools focus on complex telegram analysis with extensive 
trigger and filter functions which are highly useful for experts and 
service providers when troubleshooting, but are far too complex for 
the user. Bus physics may be tested with easy-to-use wire testers; 
however, this has the drawbacks of plant downtime and the fact 
that many failures are missed because they occur only temporarily, 
perhaps for only a few milliseconds. Taking account of the limits 
of these tools, this company focused on ease of use with their first 
diagnostics tool, the PROFIBUS scope. With the xEPI 2 diagnostics 
unit (new: TH LINK), a solution for permanent, stationary monitor-
ing of entire networks was launched for the first time ever. All key 
diagnosis information is available via the web browser at any time; 
an alert function notifies of problems before they actually occur. This 
allows instant action well in time while troubleshooting tools in such 
cases waste valuable time.

Formula for efficient network diagnostics

•	 Permanent	network	monitoring	instead	of	reactive	troubleshooting.
•	 Automatic	alert	in	case	of	failures	-	the	network	notifies	the	user	

in case of problems.
•	 Use	 of	 intelligent	 devices	 -	 managed	 components	 such	 as	

switches.

•	 Traffic	light	principle	for	diagnostics.
•	 Permanent	documentation	and	inventory	taking	of	network	and	

devices.

Industrial communication

Diagnostics of Ethernet-based fieldbuses and industrial Ethernet
With Ethernet, the automation industry welcomes new opportunities 
but also faces new challenges. At Ethernet-based fieldbuses such as 
PROFINET, field devices are connected like simple I/O devices, drives 
etc. This increases the number of stations and real-time capability 
requirements as well as complexity of network topology. Unlike as 
is the case with diagnostics of conventional fieldbuses, monitoring 
an entire network is not realistically feasible in case of Ethernet, a 
switched medium. A passive diagnostics tool in Ethernet can only 
monitor communication between two stations and requires expensive 
TAPs for non-reactive measurements. Sniffer-based concepts like the 
commonly used Wireshark are not suitable for plant-wide monitoring 
either. Other limitations are the high performance requirements and 
large data volumes which render continuous monitoring with passive, 
telegram-based analysis rather impracticable, as they necessitate 
powerful measuring tools or PCs. The introduction of ‘intelligent 
devices’ has changed diagnostics strategies, with managed devices 
providing comprehensive information on communication quality or 
topology via standard protocols such as SNMP, LLDP, DCP. These 
can be actively read out from operational devices across the entire 
network. Infrastructure and network suppliers have been providing 
powerful IT tools for this task for several years. However, these are 
designed for typical IT office applications or globally connected sites 
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and internet traffic analysis, which makes them highly complex in 
a way that is neither useful nor manageable for maintenance staff. 
On top of that they do not contain any protocol-specific functions of 
the fieldbuses which are essential for troubleshooting. PROFINET in 
particular comes with an efficient diagnostics model based on the 
proven PROFIBUS diagnostics concept and further enhanced for 
PROFINET networks. The bottom line is that neither simply updat-
ing diagnostics concepts from the conventional fieldbus world nor 
adopting existing tools from the IT world will be very helpful for 
Ethernet users in the automation industry. What is needed and has 
been developed is a unified, practicable concept which combines 
the advantages of existing solutions with new ideas while always 
focusing on user requirements.

What users really want

To find out what users really need, three basic questions must be 
asked:
•	 What is the biggest hurdle preventing the use of diagnostics?
 Diagnostics is too demanding and too complex. Simplicity in 

application is the top priority. Troubleshooting is often rather 
obscure to electricians or maintenance staff. Apart from that, 
there are too many tools for the various fieldbuses and protocols.

•	 What is not needed in today’s diagnostics concepts?
 Less is more! What is needed is the clear and easy traffic light 

principle instead of further specialisation and level of detail which 
is of no interest to most users. The web-based concept enables 
access to diagnostics information from all connected networks 
from anywhere at any time. An email alert notifies well in time 
about any irregularities that might occur. The diagnostics concept 
consists of the web-based TH SCOPE software and the TH LINK 
network access point for PROFIBUS, PROFINET and Industrial 
Ethernet.

•	 How can we get increased benefit from network diagnostics?
 The network should be ‘self-monitoring’, sending alerts only as 

required in case of irregularities or failures! Diagnostics informa-
tion then needs to be clearly understandable and easily acces-
sible at any time, ideally including recommended procedures for 
troubleshooting.

The concept described in this article has been designed to meet these 
customer requirements with its basic features:

Unified

This is a unified, control and manufacturer-independent diagnostics 
concept for conventional and Ethernet-based fieldbuses or Industrial 
Ethernet. All key functionalities and diagnoses are comprehensively 
displayed in parallel in the evaluation software. Only fieldbus-specific 
features are provided per network and in more detail. Users find infor-
mation that is already processed and do not have to troubleshoot at 
protocol, telegram or signal level. This drastically reduces complexity 
right from the start.

Expansibility, scalability

There is expansibility and scalability with regard to protocol and 
the number of networks. Usually, networks are installed in parallel; 
plants are rebuilt or extended, changing the number of networks. A 
PROFINET installation might be added to a PROFIBUS plant, then 
additionally connected to Industrial Ethernet. Most users are also in 
some kind of transition period between PROFIBUS and PROFINET, 
taking a two-track approach. To account for this, Trebing + Himst-
edt designed a modular concept which can be used for the various 
specifications and characteristics. 

The web-based concept enables access to diagnostics information 
from all connected networks from anywhere at any time. An email 
alert notifies well in time about any irregularities that might occur.

The diagnostics concept consists of the web-based TH SCOPE software and 
the TH LINK network access point for PROFIBUS, PROFINET and industrial 
Ethernet.

CAN – Controller Area Network
DCP – Digital Communications Protocol
FAT – Factory Acceptance Test
HMI – Human Machine Interface
IP – Internet Protocol
IT – Information Technology
LLDP - Link Layer Discovery Protocol
OLE – Object Linking Execution
OPC – OLE for Process Control
PC – Personal Computer
SAT – Site Acceptance Test
SNMP – Simple Network Management Protocol
TAP – Test Access Point
TPC – Touch Panel Control
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Permanent monitoring and alert

To enable the network to be ‘self-monitoring’, permanent, network-
wide monitoring is the basic prerequisite. The concept therefore 
supports an email alert function.

Diagnostics concept for all networks

The new concept consists of two parts which form a combination of 
remote monitoring via the TH LINK network access points and central 
analysis with the TH SCOPE diagnostics software. The TH SCOPE 
provides one parallel, unified network overview of the automation 
networks PROFIBUS, PROFINET and Industrial Ethernet based on the 
traffic light principle. A first network map is available immediately 
after installation, as all connected TH LINK units are automatically 
identified without any need for time-consuming configuration or 
engineering work. The entire range of functionalities is available 
via any web browser, enabling the use of tablets/ smart phones as 
well as remote access for remote maintenance while also facilitating 
cooperation with external service providers when troubleshooting. 
Failures trigger an email alert containing initial fault information and 
specifically linking to additional information and troubleshooting rec-
ommendations in the TH SCOPE. The TH SCOPE displays the status 
of all networks in one parallel overview. Critical network stations 
are quickly identified via error statistics. Statistics of communication 
quality and performance, diagnostics lists, device log books and trend 
analyses allow quick identification of network stations sending an 
increased data volume or faulty packages. With Ethernet, the focus 
shifts from physical troubleshooting to more complex application 
and configuration problems. Incorrectly connected ports and wrong 
firmware versions or configuration are typical faults. Network topol-
ogy supplies the means to quickly check if all devices are connected to 
the right port. Comparisons with saved reference configurations and 
the generation of acceptance test records for commissioning or FAT/
SAT are additional options. With documentations of network instal-
lations often incomprehensive in today’s practice plus involving a lot 
of time and effort, the TH SCOPE provides a ‘permanent inventory’ at 
the click of a mouse, supplying a real-time overview of network and 
device information (firmware version, order number, etc). This not 
only saves costs for special software or external service providers but 
also hotline calls and delays in case of servicing and plant downtime. 
A Microsoft Office export transfers all diagnostics information to MS 
Excel in a structured manner as a basis for customer-specific analyses, 
evaluations and reports based on default filters. Integration into other 
applications such as HMI or Asset Management systems is enabled 
via OPC. The TH LINK, which processes all network information 
based on the respective protocol, is the second part of the concept. 
As required, it is available as a hardware part or as a pure software 
solution for mobile service scenarios via notebook. In addition to 
PROFINET-specific protocols, the TH LINK also uses all usual standard 
protocols for PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet networks. This means that 
non-PROFINET devices such as printers, cameras or switches too are 
detected in 'mixed' networks. The same is true for PROFINET parts 
that use purely TCP/IP send/receive functions. 

Experience has shown that using intelligent components brings 
substantial diagnostics benefits that more than make up for the 
higher purchase costs. For PROFIBUS, intelligent repeaters/cou-

plers such as the Siemens diagnostics repeater for PROFIBUS DP 
or the Pepperl+Fuchs SK3 for PROFIBUS PA are available, providing 
information on bus physics which is analysed by the TH LINK. For 
PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet, there are numerous managed devices 
such as switches. 

Any number and type of TH LINK units can be combined and 
the application can be of a very large scale without encountering 
any performance problems. Diagnostics information is stored his-
torically in a local memory of up to 4 000 messages. At the same 
time, all relevant real-time information is available in a browser via 
integrated web server – independent of TH SCOPE availability. This 
is a key benefit compared to exclusively central PC-based concepts 
or special network tools. 

Conclusion

The diagnostics concept was developed for a global market and in 
close cooperation with leading competence centeres, automation sup-
pliers and end users. It will cover 70% of relevant fieldbus networks. 
Today the solution is available for the leading networks PROFIBUS, 
PROFINET and Industrial Ethernet; further networks such as Ethernet 
IP are in progress. An accompanying field test provided essential 
feedback with regard to robustness, performance and functional 
detail enhancements. Maintenance staff and contractors were par-
ticularly enthusiastic about the solution’s easy handling, conclusive 
and comprehensive information supply without detail overload, and 
the hierarchically built traffic light principle. The intuitive, web-based 
operation and handling as well as instant availability of information 
almost always created a 'wow effect' when customers saw 'their' 
network after no more than a few seconds. This first-time-ever trans-
parency brought a lot of surprises which led to first maintenance 
measures. Within a very short time, numerous customers from all 
fields of industry decided in favour of the diagnostics concept. They 
are committed to shorter commissioning times and higher plant 
availability.
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The TH SCOPE displays the status of all networks in one parallel overview. 
Criticial network stations are quickly identified via error statistics.


